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FRENCH GOVERNMENT LOST CHRISTIANE TAUBIRA MINISTER OF JUSTICE
WHO RESIGNED
BEST INCONIC POLITICAL 2015

Paris, Washington DC, 11.02.2016, 04:48 Time

USPA NEWS - Christiane Taubira announced last January 27th, her resignation from the French government after three years as
Minister of Justice, because of a political disagreement about the deprivation for French nationality : “ Sometimes resisting means
leaving“� She to been replaced by Jean-Jacques Urvoas.

Christiane Taubira announced last January 27th, her resignation from the French government after three years as Minister of Justice,
because of a political disagreement about the deprivation for French nationality. She's been replaced by Jean-Jacques Urvoas,
ASAP-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
She said before leaving, at a press conference “ Sometimes resisting means leaving“�. That was her good bye to the crowd gathered
alongside her staff, and the journalists, photographers but not to the politic. The Strong lady with “An iron hand in a velvet glove“� left,
under the applause as she is never indifferent in whenever she acts. Christiana Taubira says what she does, and does what she says,
where there is no place for compromise to keep her intellectual integrity in line with her conviction. To what extend does a politician
member of the government, besides, is allowed to conciliate his believes, ideas, or principles if not necessarily in accordance with the
top management. In this case particularly, Christiane Taubira

CHRISTIANE TAUBIRA WAS THE HEAVY WEIGHT BOXER OF THE LEFT WING IN FRANCE---------------------------
She was and is still a much revered political figure to the left and detested by the right. She leaves her ministry to the applause of his
staff and some from fans who came, to say "goodbye". The most ecological government minister was accustomed to be ride a bicycle
towards to the Elysee from "Place Vendome" every Wednesday at the council of ministers.
The Right wing opposition, is as happy as her fans from her own left party. It is an awkward situation, because, never a minister was
so detested by the opposition. The degree of hating Christiane Taubira is mostly due to her tenacity in leading the so controversial
project of “Marriage for All“�. But not only, as her strong personality, is remarkable, when she talks at the French House of deputies.
In fact whenever she is giving a talk, before the MP´s, she is so eloquent, without reading any note, and addressing very often a
speech that sounds so improvised. She is also armed with a large background of general knowledge, proven by her several quotes of
great Afro leaders of the Anti segregation, or great poets, authors. Let´s say that many of politicians from both sides, seems to be
impressed by her strong character, based on sincerity and armed with tough convictions. The admiration for some goes so far, that it
creates a feeling of jealousy, and perhaps envy. This is the beginning of becoming an icon. And if the media plays also its part in
releasing this animosity towards Christiane Taubira, it is probably one of the reasons she became so popular, loved and hated at the
same time.

Christiane is not only a paradox, she is also the only “Black“� woman of te government. She was born and raised in Guyana, (French
Caribbean West Indies, Island). This explains why she was also attacked by some citizens, politicians and even members of the
French press. Charlie Hebdo for instance, has published a very controversial racist image of Christiane Taubira represented by a
Monkey with her face. The satiric journal said at that time that is was “ French Humour“� for the speech of freedom sake !
This agressive racist attitude towards the Former Minister of Justice, did not stop her in continuing for 3 years to be there and stand
out. It takes guts to fight against racism, especially if you are and precisely because she is at that prestigious position of the boss of
justice. There is another paradoxe in that position for Christiane Taubira, but it has reinforced her and helped er in building up a
carapace and becoming stringer and stronger. That was the beginning of a personal and collective right for justice and equality. Isn´t
that in lie with the French motto “Liberte Egalite Fraternite“� in the country so called land of Human Rights?
Whatever happened to this great lady, Christiane Taubira has marked in red her staying at the French government, although she could
not able to confirm the reforms (Penal Reform and Justice for 21st century, Legalisation of “Marriage for all“�) she initiated.
In terms of the composition of her admirers, there are the LGBT, who love her, added to the political slingers, and few other rebels
form Left and extreme left wing, plus the ones who felt prosecuted by racism or discriminated because of their colour skin“¦All these
together represent a large share of the politician market audience, at the end of the day. This large share of audience is as important



as the high quorum of people hating her from the right wing.------------------------------------------------
In politic terms, it means that Christiane Taubira has a heavy wight, that can balance or unbalance the equilibrium in the plate of the
next Presidential election of 2017. Her capacity to learn so quickly in the domain of justice that is as complex as touchy in France,
allowed her to understand how to deal with the court and law reinforcement. Speaking of myself by attending her conferences, I could
notice that only a rare intelligence could enable a person who is nor lawyer nor judge, to juggle with the civil, or penal code, with such
facility.

CHRISTIANE TAUBIRA´S BOOK “WHISPER TO YOUTH“� WAS SOLD 25 000 JUST AFTER SHE RESIGNED
This is the third and last part of the character of Christiane Taubira that could explain why she is an icon today and can bet that she
won´t be easily forgotten. Not only that, she is a the right age fo, being a woman, fighter against racism, and standing out with her
ideas and convictions in a very stormy times for politics, of that actual context in France, particularly under state of emergency since
the Terrorists attacks in Paris.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The first leg has youth and other pages are interested, is immediately reflected in the publication of his book "Whisper to youth"
(Editions Philippe Rey), which was sold 25 000 copies in a week just after his resignation. Her book recounts a chronology of her
departure from the government, as a well-prepared for confession from the time, torn between concern for duty served his nation and
will not abandon it in full mission in a context of terrorism. It is a real tv written in the format of a concise book, easy to read and
understand how all happened to her, during her last weeks of "resistance". Either option was to resist until the time would prepared,
and able to negotiate for leaving freely a head high as usual, leaving no regret, no remorse, just hugs and comments followed the
launches of its two simultaneous books and especially the maintenance of her planned for long time before to lecture at the University
of New York (NY) ...

CHRISTIANE TAUBIRA SAID SHE “IS LOYAL TO THE PREDISENT HOLLANDE BECAUSE SHE ESTEEMS HIM“�
Christiane Taubira, therefore couldn't be able to meet her counterpart Loretta Lynch, but she maintained her popular talk giving to the
students eager to recite and telling them her story of a strong iconic French Minister of Justice. Only, one of a kind of exceptional
woman, is thus Taubira who could do this one "coup de maitre" of reinforced concrete with patience and resistance, allied to the odds
of a President Hollande for whom she affirms, from New York that "she is loyal to him because she has an esteem for him ". Not on
whether just a wink, but rather an underlined genuine message, more powerful than a word , loyalty os priceless nowadays especially
politics... Continued at a next article.
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